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Bear Market escalates while 
economies enter recession

 US , EU , Asian markets enter bear 

territory

 Inflationary pressures persist 

 Geopolitical tensions increases

 Food chain supply in danger 

 Energy prices on historical levels in 

Europe



Bear market area…

 Eurozone economy close to  recession 

 Interest rates increase on historical pace 

 BoE warns for a recession in  UK economy 

 Multinational companies stopped hiring 
personnel 

 SP500 giants are missing estimates in Q3  on 
average.

 Central Banks are chasing inflation , threatening 
bond markets stability



Lets take a look @

 Economy

 Stock market

 Forex market

 Bond market

 Commodities market



Inflation uptrend on process…



Inflation…

 Historical experience casts doubt on consensus forecasts...
... Looking at this full history, the evidence shows that once inflation 
spikes above 8%, median inflation takes around 2 years to even fall 
beneath 6%, before settling around that level out to 5 years after the 
initial 8% shock. This is around 2pp above the pre-shock median of c. 
4%. However, the current consensus expects us to be back at or even 
below 3% just two years after we initially moved above 8%. This is far 
from impossible, but it would be around the 25th percentile of 
observations through history, and around 4pp beneath the median 
outcome (DB). 



Inflation 2..



Food price inflation surges 



Real Estate :The cheaper the money 

the bigger the Bubble..



RENT inflation everywhere 



A central Bank Pivot? Not until CPI drops, 

recession and fiscal will be the decider



And…..

Central Bank Assets skyrocketing



M2 money supply,  6-month and 12-

month Growth rates 



Growth? Artificially bloated by Keynesian 

spending mania



US inflation 1914-2022



Eurozone vs US inflation 2000-2022



US unemployment rate 



Eurozone vs US unemployment rate : 

mind the pattern..



Hellas GDP 1960 - 2022



Hellas: GDP vs Unemployment rate 



Hellas: GDP vs Inflation 



Where is the Stock market?

SPX 2004 – 11/2022



VIX and SPX correlation 



Stocks: Cheaper is not cheap..



SPX and NASDAQ Forward 

Earnings remain ABOVE trend



FAANMG dominate market cap

 META (FB) 

 AAPL

 AMZN

 NFLX

 MSFT

 GOOG



FAANMG World market cap %



Coppock Curve still looking for a 

Major Bottom Signal



Coppock Curve explained 

 Developed years ago by the late E.S.C. Coppock, who called it 
his “Very Long Term (VLT) Momentum indicator”, this is a super 
slow and super long term indicator. Its purpose is to pick out the 
really juicy long term bottoms, when it shows a deeply negative 
reading, and importantly, when it turns up.
...The Coppock Unchanged value is currently at 35,501.91 for 
the DJIA as of the end of October 2022, which is more than 
5,000 points away. In other words, to turn up the Coppock Curve 
at the end of October, the DJIA would need to close above that 
35,501.91 value. But the Coppock Unchanged number is 
dropping at a rate of about 1700 points per month, so a crossing 
above that line gets easier as each monthly close goes 
by. When the DJIA finally crosses that Coppock Unchanged line, 
the Coppock Curve will turn up, and we will at that point have a 
super long term buy signal from this indicator (Tom McClellan).



OLD vs NEW Economy money flows



VIX and US economy recessions 



BONDS 
T-note yield chart and Recessions 1962-2022



Long Term returns for US Treasuries            

@50year  low



Investment –grade Bonds strained ?



Gov.Bonds are back in favor ?



US Credit Spreads 



ICE MOVE index : too high 



Governments costs are surging ..



What about CHINA?



FOREX

USD index chart and Recessions



Euro / USD chart 



GBP / USD 



Commodities

Crude Oil price and Recessions 1946 - 2022



Baltic Dry Index ( BDI)  

 The Baltic Dry Index is reported daily by the Baltic Exchange in 
London. The index provides a benchmark for the price of moving 
the major raw materials by sea. The index is a composite of 
three sub-indices that measure different sizes of dry bulk 
carriers: Capesize, which typically transport iron ore or coal 
cargoes of about 150,000 tonnes; Panamax, which usually carry 
coal or grain cargoes of about 60,000 to 70,000 tonnes; and 
Supramax, with a carrying capacity between 48,000 and 60,000 
tonnes. The Baltic Dry Index takes into account 23 different 
shipping routes carrying coal, iron ore, grains and many other 
commodities. 



Maersk  sees recession..

 One of the 2 world's largest 

integrated shipping company with a total 

capacity of 4.1m TEU 

 Expects a Global Recession.



Gold price and Recessions 1915-2022

(inflation adjusted)



Gold price and Recessions 1915-2022



To conclude..

2023 will be a HAPPY NEW YEAR
 Inflation will persist – Fed and ECB will be hawkish at least for 

Q1,Q2. A 2% CPI is out of question.

 Economies will enter recession.

 Energy costs will not ease

 Assets will be under pressure 

 Stock markets will move south – Flows are shifting to old 
economy. Markets always bottom BEFORE macroeconomic 
indicators improve.

 Bond markets will be under pressure and CB may need to 
interfere to stabilize them 

 Real estate prices will start declining 

 Central banks will interfere in Forex markets to prevent 
bankruptcies 

 Geopolitical tensions will go on


